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Two Parts

Story First Approach - An exercise Structures Structures Structures



Part 1:  
Story First Approach - An exercise

test 123



What are we doing?

• I’ll tell you a story (Story first)  

• Realise the short coming of story first approach 

• Create 3 speeches together



Story First! 
1. Reason I went on Trip to Burma


2. How I travelled to the spot of the sun rise


3. The most beautiful sunrise of my life – how it happened


4. What I felt during the sun rise 


5. What the sun rise taught me


6. How the lesson from the sun rise applies to our lives 


7. How travel broadens the mind



What is the shortcoming of story first 
approach? 



So we will create 3 speeches 
But for each speech - choose only 3 elements



Ready for speech 1?



1. Reason I went on Trip to Burma


2. How I travelled to the spot of the sun rise


3. The most beautiful sunrise of my life – how it 
happened


4. What I felt during the sun rise 


5. What the sun rise taught me


6. How the lesson from the sun rise applies to 
our lives 


7. How travel broadens the mind

Speech Purpose 1: Inform about the greatest sunrise of my life

Available Options

?

?

?

The Chosen ones

Opening? Closing? Speech 
Title?



1. Reason I went on Trip to Burma


2. How I travelled to the spot of the sun rise


3. The most beautiful sunrise of my life – how it 
happened


4. What I felt during the sun rise 


5. What the sun rise taught me


6. How the lesson from the sun rise applies to 
our lives 


7. How travel broadens the mind

Speech Purpose 1: Inform about the greatest sunrise of my life

Available Options

?

?

?

My Chosen ones

Opening? Closing? Speech 
Title?

1. Reason I went on Trip to Burma OR

2. How I travelled to the spot of the sun rise

3.The most beautiful Sunrise

4. What I felt during the sun rise

Opening? Closing? Speech 
Title?

Open:  I was waiting in the dark, most beautiful sunrise

Close: I will remember on my death bed

Title: Morning Magnificence 




1. Reason I went on Trip to Burma


2. How I travelled to the spot of the sun rise


3. The most beautiful sunrise of my life – how it 
happened


4. What I felt during the sun rise 


5. What the sun rise taught me


6. How the lesson from the sun rise applies to 
our lives 


7. How travel broadens the mind

Speech Purpose 2: Inspire about the lesson from the sunrise

Available Options

?

?

?

The Chosen ones

Opening? Closing? Speech 
Title?



1. Reason I went on Trip to Burma


2. How I travelled to the spot of the sun rise


3. The most beautiful sunrise of my life – how it 
happened


4. What I felt during the sun rise 


5. What the sun rise taught me


6. How the lesson from the sun rise applies to 
our lives 


7. How travel broadens the mind

Available Options

?

?

?

My Chosen ones

Opening? Closing? Speech 
Title?

3.The most beautiful Sunrise

5. What the sunrise taught me

6.How the lesson applies to our lives

Speech Purpose 2: Inspire about the lesson from the sunrise

Opening? Closing? Speech 
Title?

Open:  Did you know that you can learn from everything around you? 

Close: I’ve learnt to learn from everything around me.  

Title: Learning from everything around you 

open,close,title to relate to purpose, not to sunrise. Downplay sunrise, play up lesson. 




1. Reason I went on Trip to Burma


2. How I travelled to the spot of the sun rise


3. The most beautiful sunrise of my life – how it 
happened


4. What I felt during the sun rise 


5. What the sun rise taught me


6. How the lesson from the sun rise applies to 
our lives 


7. How travel broadens the mind

Speech Purpose 3: Inspire everyone- travel broadens the mind

Available Options

?

?

?

My Chosen ones

Opening? Closing? Speech 
Title?



1. Reason I went on Trip to Burma


2. How I travelled to the spot of the sun rise


3. The most beautiful sunrise of my life – how it 
happened


4. What I felt during the sun rise 


5. What the sun rise taught me


6. How the lesson from the sun rise applies to 
our lives 


7. How travel broadens the mind

Available Options

?

?

?

My Chosen ones

Opening? Closing? Speech 
Title?

(3 + 5) What sunrise in Burma taught 
me

Some lesson from another trip

7. How travel broadens the mind

Speech Purpose 3: Inspire everyone- travel broadens the mind

Opening? Closing? Speech 
Title?

Open:  Did you know that travel is like reading a book?

Close: Each page of this book teaches you something new, broadens your mind. 

Title: Travel Bug, Travel the teacher 

Might need to create new content to fit purpose OR change purpose to fit content



Lessons

• Choose what is necessary to fit the story, leave out the 
rest.  

• Fit Opening, Closing & Title to purpose.  

• Give your purpose the limelight!  

• Might need to create new content to fit your purpose

REALLY LEAVE IT OUT! 



The Learning Antenna speech
Go find it at learningantenna.com

http://learningantenna.com


Structures Structures Structures



Without a strong Structure…
Multiple Cracks! 



Simple

• Going to tell you about 3 things 

• Telling you - 1,2,3  

• Told you about 



More Fun! 

• Emotion Based 

• Time Based 



Much More Fun - 1

Trust is a must 
I see something 

Learning antenna



Much More Fun - 2

Chair 
Bar/week 
Pollution

1)	 Logical – Pyramids

a.	 Small to big – Chair from childhood, play -> Chair persona and how it felt & impacted my life -> IF a chair had impact, the rest of the world had more 
impact(unsung heroes) 

b.	 Bar once a week or twice a week-> If once, save 20 $/week -> year $1,200 -> Assume you invested that amount in US stock market for 40 years for retirement – 
that’s $600,000 

c.	 Reverse pyramid – The environment is polluted greatly, death of people/animals -> Because of plastic bags -> You on average throw so much plastic and you can 
help, else you are a criminal




Much More Fun -3

Mumbai Vs SGP

1)	 Tennis match:

a.	 Singapore and Mumbai – Orderly, but boring – chaos is great, but things may not work-> everything works and my family is safe -> but most of my family Is in 
Mumbai 




Learnt something today?

Conclude: Be conscious, helps with understanding, can be learnt easily. 



